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X8, X9, X10

‘Bull’s-eye’ pin
The unique KMC ‘Bull’s-eye’ pin
rivetting provides unsurpassed
side plate retention

KMC Titanium Nitride coating
Less friction, less maintenance
and high reliability
High-End steel alloy material
Pins and plates, made from a
special steel alloy composition,
reduces chain stretching and
thus prolongs chain life.

X10 Gold
eXtra Stretch Proof
LongLife
Regular
CHAINLIFE
Our X-SP and LongLife treatments effectively enhance durability.
Result: longer chain life!
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X-SP treatment
KMC’s eXtreme Stretch Proof treatment of pins
and plates makes this chain less susceptible to
wear caused by sand or dirt entering the chain
bearings. This chain lasts!

X-Bridge
The X-Bridge outer plate has been
conﬁgured with precisely articulated
angles for quicker, smoother gear
shifting and quieter riding

Race proven, both on the road (Liberty Seguros-Würth team) and Off Road (K2, Rothaus Cube, Trek USA MTB-team Benelux) we are pretty
confident that our X-series can even satisfy the most critical rider.
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Our double X-bridge® outer plate ensures maximum shifting performance, while our X-SP® treatment in combination with precision
tolerances prolongs the chain’s life to the maximum.
The X-series are available for 7-, 8-, 9- and 10-speed cassettes, and compatible with all major systems.

Titanium Nitride Coating
Introducing our latest coating technology on X10SL Gold, X9SL Gold, X10 Gold and X9 Gold Titanium Nitride coating in gold colour.
This surface is very hard and super smooth, not only will your chain remain a GOLDEN chain, it is also less susceptible to dirt, easier to
clean and therefore retain it’s function much longer than regular chains. Don’t worry, if you ride an 8-speed drive-train you can
also use our X9 Ti-N Gold.
In fact, we are so convinced of the quality of our Ti-N coated chains that we guarantee
your satisfaction!
You will find a warranty certificate with every Ti-N coated X10SL, X9SL, X10 or X9 chain.

X: THE RACE PROVEN CHAIN

SPECIFICAT IONS
Application

: for all 7-, 8-, 9- and 10-speed systems
road + off road
X-Bridge outer plate : super fast and smooth shifting
X-SP heat treatment : extremely durable
Ti-N Gold coating
: less friction, low maintenance
Bulls Eye Rivetting : high pin power for extreme shifting
Including: re-usable MissingLink
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